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Hello everybody, this is Marc Peridis, and welcome to Episode Three of the path to the Divine Self.
I'm really glad to have

you here. And I'm

glad to be here and be sharing this with you.

So I'd like it's just take a moment to arrive, as we always do, just to kind of begin and shift into this
different space and the space that we're normally used to. So just taking a moment to perhaps
Close your eyes, perhaps keeping them open, whatever feels right for you.

And for these podcasts, I always recommend that people find a place to sit comfortably, although
you might be doing your washing up, you might be doing your laundry, you might be doing whatever
you're doing. So that's completely

fine. But just making sure that you're as comfortable as you can possibly be in this moment.
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So just kind of sitting there just arriving, getting ready to dive into different experience potentially
different to what has been up for the whole day for you

just

beginning to notice the breath,

rustling the awareness on the breath, not trying to change it, not trying to make it faster or slower,
even judge it just noticing how it is

perhaps as you notice it. And as we enter this new space, it starts to slow down, perhaps it starts to

quicken up if perhaps you were in meditation before this. So just being aware

of how it is

perhaps, if you're finding yourself being really in your head, perhaps just putting your hand on your
chest, on your heart space, just feeling that space, that high energy space and being aware of it,

noticing your awareness dropping from brain, the head, the mind thinking into the chest, into the
heart

into the body,

just noticing that

and then potentially dropping the awareness down to the part of the body that's touching the years
through the chair, the see the bed, whatever it is that you're resting with the moment that
supporting you, just noticing that weight on that part of your body, perhaps your knees, your likes
your feet, noticing the support of the years, perhaps noticing the support of theorists on your hands
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that might be resting on your knees, if they are just noticing that

I just intending to be open to the information that's going to be shared today.

Knowing that we are not only sharing a container in which spoken words, but we're also sharing

a container of energy.

So as well as the conversation that we're having

with words, there's also something going on energetically like a parallel conversation. So just
noticing that and being aware of that

all right now musty Thank you. Thank you for joining. And welcome to Episode Three of the path to
design self.

So the theme of Episode

Three, the theme of today is how can

spaces transform our lives.

And to begin with this, I wanted to kind of Express and share a story that happened to me, which
was really kind of the first time that I really experienced the deep, deep, deep impact of how spaces
can transform our lives. You know, I've been exploring this for for quite some time be exploring this
topic for about 10 years, actually. And of course, the first thing that I found when I was thinking
about how spaces could transform our lives was Fung Shui and functionally, you know, really the art
of bringing impact to

our lives through the physical space.
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And somehow I always knew that there was more than Fung Shui, I always knew that there was
more than that, that there was something else. And about four years ago, I had an experience,
which really kind of took me to a much, much deeper understanding of it. And so that's kind of what
I wanted to share with you today. So first, I'll walk you through this story of an experience I had,
which was quite out there. And then I will be taking you through some of the theory of

the sacred and transformative power of our physical spaces,

and how we can bring it into the modern context. I just wanted to say, as well, that, you know, I'm
aiming to bring every third episode

of The, the path

to the Divine Self will be about the topic of sacred spaces. So I just want to say, this will be a regular
thing, which I'm really excited to be sharing with you, because I think it's a very important part of
human development.

So it's interesting, because actually, this morning, I was turning on my computer. And I turned on my
social media. And I got one of those Facebook memories,

reminders. And I realized that it was actually exactly four years ago today, today of the publishing
of this podcast exactly four years ago that I posted a photo of a trip to Thailand that was taken on
the exact day that This story happened. So it's quite serendipitous that I'm recording this today, I
really had no idea until this morning, that it was the exact exact day four years ago that this
happened. So I was on a trip in Thailand, which was completely random and completely impromptu
friend of mine had invited me to join him and a few other friends on a trip to Hong Kong and
Taiwan. When I was in Hong Kong, I felt like there was something else that I wanted to do something
else that I wanted to see while I was there. And I thought, you know what, I'm just going to go to
Bangkok. And I just randomly jumped on a flight and, and went over to Bangkok, which was only
about a couple of hours away. And, you know, I remember arriving in Bangkok and being blown
away by the city that was such a power, such a strength to the city, I remember just, you know,
seeing the lights, and the people and the way people live in the streets, and the interaction between
nature and and such a huge population with traffic jams, and, and, and really, really kind of wild
urban life, you know, juxtaposed with this really kind of raw nature and this
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and this was really, really struck me was the sacred nature of it, you know, the amount of Buddhist
temples that

are around there is absolutely fascinating. And the integration of of that kind of spirit

and Buddhism into the

day to day life is was really, really something that fascinated me.

And I remember this woman gave me a tour of all the

temples of

the Buddhist temples of Bangkok. And I remember that on the list of temples to visit was the temple
of what a room which is the temple of the Rising Sun is a temple that's absolutely magical. And I
remember that I couldn't wait to see it, I really couldn't wait to see it so much that the day before I
was scheduled to go visited with this woman, I, I went to sun at sundown to visit on my own. And I
remember walking up to this temple and just being blown away by it, you know, it was, it was just this
emptiness, because there was no around and I remembered, you know, finding a monastery next
door to it and, and peeking into the door of the monastery and seeing these monks sitting there,
praying and chanting, and

you know, and in walking, walking, walking on my own, you know, after having witnessed these
magical, magical

challenges, walking on my own to towards the temple and looking up to the temple and just being

blown away by the splendor of it just absolutely

blown away by the beauty and the majesty of it. And it's, it's felt it felt to me like it was just a really
deep connection to whatever power was there. And I remember the next day when I spent the entire
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day

visiting the temples with this guide, I remember there was a point where, you know, we had gone to
the temple of what a rune and, and we ended up in another temple. And I remember there was, you
know, that this woman kept saying to me, you have to connect with the Buddha, every temple we
go to, you have to connect to the Buddha and she would, you know, invite me what pretty much
forced me to kind of sit there and meditate every single time that there was a Buddha, a Big
Buddha, and there are many Buddhas there but obviously, when too many you would just didn't
connect to all of them. And at some point, I remembered feeling a really, really, really strong
sensation going through my body. I remembered my body started to feel like it was shaking lightly.
And, and it was starting to maybe twitch or move, it was just really strange. I couldn't really explain
it. And I remembered sitting there quietly, because I was told to and voice saying to me,

you know, go home and sit and meditate for 30 minutes. And I was just kind of like, okay, I'll do

this. And, and I remember that on the way there, I had decided to stop by this museum. And as I was
walking through the museum, I felt that I was having a really hard time not moving it was I felt like
this movement was trying to emerge from my body. And I couldn't stop it. I couldn't control it. And it
was becoming hard because I was starting to think, Wow, I can't, I can't be going through this in
public, I need to be in a in a private place. And so I jumped into the cab and I and I went back to the
hotel and I locked myself into the hotel room, and I said, just let's go for it. Like, just show me what
you got, what is this about what's going on, let's just do this. And I'd light in bed and I remembered
my body's starting to move completely, uncontrollably, like completely spontaneously and
uncontrollably in ways that I could never imagine my arms and legs kind of like an octopus shaking
shaking and moving and and I started to chant and speak words that I could never I can never
understand I had never spoken this language before and I had never had heard some people
speaking in languages that didn't seem completely human to me for instance one of my teachers at
the time was was someone who were who did and he did it regularly with me but for some reason it
was it was strange critically coming out of my mouth and if I could kind of replicated I would say
probably sounded something like this

where he can

he see kitty kitty as she
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or he I see

kitty kitty cat what

what

Kiki Kiki Kiki movie. She kitty.

Now, I know that this might sound really strange. And I know it might be hard to believe. And

trust me,

if I hadn't experienced it. I probably wouldn't believe it either. At the time that this happened, I really
hadn't been used to this kind of thing. And this all sounded really odd to me. And so for this to be
happening to me, was really, really strange. So this went on for a few hours, I was making these
sounds and chanting in this way. And moving and moving and moving in ways that I couldn't control
until at some point, I just kind of passed

out.

And I remembered coming to and waking up at some point in the middle of the night, and feeling
excessively sensitive, feeling like somehow it was a newborn baby that had just been born. I
remember being completely completely vulnerable

and sensitive.

I remember looking over at my phone, and my sister was ringing me on the phone. And I felt so
scared and nervous of picking up it was really strange. I didn't really understand what happened at
the time.
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It was later on. When

I

explored this further that the answers came. And I understood what exactly happened there.

As the months went on. After this experience happened, everything in my life changed. I was called
to go

visit somebody in Taipei, who understood what exactly had happened to me. And when she did, I
was then called to go do a meditation retreat in the POW. And then that meditation retreat led me
to decide to leave my life in London at the time, and close my business down and, and step into a
whole new life. For myself, I knew that from this point on, everything would be different. I got a very
strong sense, as that message came through with those chance, and whose movements that is, this
was about my purpose in life, and my mission on this planet, and everything, everything changed
after this, and I embarked on this path of shamanism. So this was really the beginning of my path, to
shamanism. And to the work that I do today. And shamanism, you know, is is a type of work, where
it's really about connecting the world that we live in today, to a realm which is far away, you know,
the realm which is the origin of our being, or source where everything begins the origin of the
universe, the creative force behind it all, some people call it God, some people call it the universe of
people call it anything else. But what I really started to realize

was that this force existed far, far away. And it does have, you know, the powers transform our lives.
Because the energy and the consciousness that's contained there, when we connect to, it keeps us,
it nourishes us, it gives us all the abilities that we need to transform and heal and cure anything in
our day to day life. And that's what I started to realize. And so, you know, I started to understand
that there was a whole other side to sacred interior, design den Fung Shui or anything that I had
understood. And this side of it was that for thousands of years, almost 20,000 years now, our
ancestors had been creating spaces, places, physical physical buildings on Earth, which would serve
as kind of shamanic spaces, spaces that would connect us the realm of existence, the realm that we
exist in on a day to day basis, to the realm of the Divine, to the realm of our the origin or source.

And so we started to explore this it is kind of disinformation kind of came to me one day randomly,
when I was just watching YouTube and his video, you have an amazing man called Freddie silver
came on. Yeah, I would absolutely recommend his his work. And looking him up, he, he explores a lot
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about the ancient civilizations use of temples. And what he started to realize is that, you know, I
spoken before in previous podcasts about how you know, the Earth's is the earth is composed of two
parts, an energetic consciousness, and the physical being. And the connection between these two
parts is, it's the energetic field that the Earth has. And, and that field is nourished by these lines,
these energetic lines across the surface of the earth. And, and these are called separate lines, direct
lines, ley lines, but these are essentially lines that carry the energy frequencies across the face of the
earth. And when these lines meet, they create hotspots, energy power spots, where the energy
frequency is much, much higher. And at those power spots exists, vertices and I spoken already
about for disease at length and vertices are essentially energetic structures, which when we connect
to them are being has an access to higher energetic frequencies from

the realm of source from the divine realm

of existence. And when we're connected to that realm, we have the ability to gain new abilities to
transform our life. And why is that? Well, that's because we are energy and everything around us is
energy. And when we tune into that energetic frequency, we tune into that space where everything
is limitless, where we are connected to everything. And when we connect to everything, we can
impact everything. And that's the magic of all of it. We're just connecting to this massive oneness.
And so I started to realize that there had been people around the globe for thousands of years,
creating these sacred sites that were, that were essentially spaces to connect us to the divine realm.
And not only were they there to connect us to the divine Rome, they were there to connect us to,
they were they were connected to each other, they were connected to each other in a way that they
created this kind of network that together, they were stronger than the sum of their parts.

And so of course, what a rune, the temple that I have visited, where I had this experience is part of
this grid is at one of these buildings that was built to,

to connect us to this higher divine nature. So essentially, the theory behind this is that for a long
time, you know, human beings, we're looking for better ways of living. And, you know, when the first
beings came onto Earth, when the first human beings were incarnated on this planet, they were
highly divine, because they came straight from source. And,

you know, they knew that they were connected to the divine and when they wanted to. And when
they started to lose their connection, they would go find that connection, they would find it by going
to mountains, mountains, hills, which existed on the surface of the earth. And these hills and
mountains would often be located where the lines
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net

where these power spots existed, where vertices existed now these portals have been proven by to
exist by NASA, and an article that published in 2012. So this is really powerful stuff. This is definitely
something that is that is scientifically proven that that is true. So there are points on the years where
the energetic energetic frequency is stronger, and we have access to higher powers when we're
there. But the reality is that the more time we spend there, the more we realized that are being
becomes impacted. So what happens is that a person and initiate that would be called would spend
time followed by a shaman learning from Sherman until the shaman would say, okay, you're ready,
now you're ready for your initiation, you're ready for your live resurrection. And then they would be
sent to one of these temples where they would spend a certain prescribed amount of time and he
would do a certain amount of rituals that were prescribed as well. And then when they were there,
they would have this experience where they, they would essentially die and come back to life. And,
and they didn't really die physically. But if they basically the part of themselves, that was limited
with die, and come back with more unlimited view of life, essentially, it was about stepping away
from the illusion of the material world in which we live in, to tune into this limitless expanse in which
we had information and wisdom available to us. And when we, we awaken that wisdom, when we
were exposed to the wisdom and these available at these temples, we would awaken the parts of
our being that have access to this wisdom, and, and we will be able to carry it into our day to day
lives, and have a better

better way of, of living on a day to day basis.

And so we time as humanity progressed, and we began to get further and further away from
divinity, divinity that was in a to us, you know, there are new ways that were developed to,

to create

disconnection or to rekindle this connection. And so on top of just going to visit these mountains
and mountains and colons, and and hills and, and everything that existed there,

we would have well, they started to create sacred sites, sacred buildings, and these buildings were
created using specific principles that word amplify and intensify the energetic frequency that was
already existing in these power spots. So they would build these buildings and structures on the
sides of for disease on the sides of sacred our spots, but it would build them in a way that they
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would that they would help amplify the energetic frequency.

So how did they do that? Well, one of the first things that they did was use the orientation would it
be orientated, north, east, south west I would be orientated well that would depend on what impact
they wanted to have, you know, very often temples were orientated to the northeast. And that was
because they believe that the energy the strongest energy of years came from the north, the
northern magnetic pole, and that the East was where the sunrise so therefore the Northeast would
be a fantastic place because that's where wisdom would come from the combination of the two. So
the pyramids of Egypt, Sherrod Cathedral are all located in the north or orientated towards
northeast

for instance,

okay, if that would be facing southeast would be known for fertility, because South East was
creation, fire fire from the south and the sun, from the east combined with would be creation,

fertility

growth. And so when people wanting to

to trigger or enable fertility, for instance, and oh, and a woman who was having trouble having
babies, they would go to a, a crave that was

lucky that was orientated towards the southeast, and this is new, this is just some examples of how
orientation was used. Then another thing that they used was materials, you know, these shows
specific materials like for instance, Stonehenge, you know, they they chose materials like sources
don't they were made when using stars in stone and sorceress stone contains a tremendous amount
of, of course, stone and quartz crystal, as we've seen in previous podcast is it magnifies the energetic
frequency. And so and it does function at the frequency closer to source. Therefore, Crystal quartz
crystals are great. And they also and the source and stones also contain a lot of silica, which is one
of the main components of our physical being, therefore we resonate to it.

So that's why the source and stones would be used because they would amplify the energetic
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frequency of of the power spot that was there. But it would also amplify the energetic frequency of
our beings and create that connection for us define the divine

another, another set of principles they would use would be aesthetics,

which color is that they use, which

which shapes to the US which kind of statues which symbolism, they use a lot of symbolism, writings
and drawings were used on the site to trigger different emotional perspectives,

sacred geometry measurements, sacred measure, you know, the the pyramids of Egypt were based
on the amount of sacred mountain called the definite which is found near the Valley of the Kings.
And it was known as being the space where two people found the strongest transformation when
they would go there. And therefore, they figured that these measurements must be the strongest
measurements, the best measurements to create a transformative space, therefore, they created
the pyramids of Egypt based on these measurements. And on this scale, what was interesting is that
if you look at the pyramids of Egypt, they're also built to the same scale as the earth. And they also
again, this is this is too complicated to go into in a couple of minutes on a podcast and you can see
this deeper and other courses that I offer but the pyramids of Egypt are also aligned to the to the
relationship between the Earth and the Moon so it's really about these spaces were created a
microcosm for the macrocosm of the entire universe and reminded us when we stepped into them
that we also were a microcosm of the macrocosm of the entire universe.

Sacred measure and sacred geometry was really important, because the geometry that they use in
these spaces was, well, essentially, it was the geometry of the universe of God of mankind, it's the
geometry that's at the root of everything, you know, behind our beings, behind plants, trees, fruit,
sell any kind and the earth, there's a geometry set of geometric patterns and principles, which exists
and that is sacred geometry. And it is behind every living

natural thing. And

so they would create these spaces line to this geometry first, to connect it to the universe and the
universal law, but also could to connect to the innate nature and the divine nature of our being. And
that would allow us to step into our true Divine Self when we sat in these spaces, because
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essentially, because of the sacred journey nature, these spaces would hold codes of knowledge. And
when we would sit in these spaces, we would have our own codes of knowledge that exists in our
field would expand and awaken and, and we would have access to more information to live a better
life on a day to day basis.

And the final set of principles was intention and the human key, you know, the idea was that, you
know, these people would get together with a common intention, we're going to create this space
for x y Zed to make miracles happen to help people's lives. And so they would draw drawings and
sculptors to show people what they were about, to experience, the set the intention, you know, they
would, they would share the intention with everybody in and he would help them and remind people
how important it was to hold their intention when they would go into a space.

Yeah, so that's the thing that's really interesting here is that,

you know, it's all about the human intention is behind it. And when we focus you transformation
comes through, comes from intensification and consciousness. So when we intensify the energetic
field of our being through the intensification of our surroundings, for instance, in this case, but we
also bring awareness to what it is we want to transform, therefore, it can transform and that's our
transformation happens. So that's what was happening in these spaces. So intention is a very, very,
very powerful

key.

So essentially, all of these principles were used in ancient temples around the world. And it's
interesting because if you look at temples that were created in Cambodia were in Mexico 2000
years ago, or in Egypt, four or 5000 years ago, we're in in stone circles of Britain 8000 years ago, or
however, whenever, anywhere, they pretty much share the same set of principles, which is pretty
fascinating. How could that be? Well, that's because the information was the same, just received by
different people.

And essentially this information and is at the root of the practices that later developed like the
practice of best to assess Dre, which is a Vedic practice for using for creating sacred spaces which
originated in India about 7000 years ago, and then some Hindu monk carried it over the Himalayas
and border to China and he became Fung Shui about 4000 years ago and function he then became
kind of the popular practice for designing sacred spaces in
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and so and here we are today with Fung Shui but with which is a fantastic practice, which has
brought this to us today. But there is a lot more

and there are many, many, many ways to tap into it.

So what I'm doing I'd also like to, if you go to my website, Mark parodies.com, you'll find that there
is a I'm offering a lesson and it's a completely free lesson which gives us an introduction to this
sacred spaces and and you'll see that there are also many other courses available on myself site will
go into detail about this about this practice. But what I wanted to do today is really kind of give you
an introduction and in future podcasts, like I said, every third podcast will go into another level of, of
diving into the secret nature of transformative spaces.

But what I'd like to do now is follow up with our weekly practice to really tune into this power and
the strength of

of the sacred space.
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